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Abstract: This article delves into the world of pseudo-matrix matrices, shedding light on their significance in solving complex matrix 

equations. It explores the properties of pseudo-matrix matrices and demonstrates their utility in various scenarios. The article also 

presents a detailed derivation of the best approximate solutions for matrix equations using these specialized matrices. Understanding the 

intricacies of pseudo-matrix matrices provides valuable insights for practitioners in linear algebra and related fields. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The talk first looks at the following matrix grave equation 

 

AAXA  .                                           (1) 

 

If A  the matrix is a square matrix that does not crack, it is 
1 AX  determined by the solution button. If A the  

matrix nm  is a measured matrix, the solution to this 

equation is a mn  measured matrix that is not defined as a 

single.  In general, there are an infinite number of solutions 

to the equation. Among these solutions is only one solution 

that combines lines and columns 
A  with lines and columns 

in accordance with the matrix. That solution is A  called a 

pseudo-matrix matrix for the matrix and 
A  is marked with 

it, if it' nm s for a size matrix matrix A  

AAAA 
,                                                        (2) 

VAUAA                                                (3) 

if their equations are true, then mn A pseudotars are 

called matrix matrix for A  a measurable  matrix matrix, U
wherever and V - any matrix. 

 

A there can't be  two different 


1A  and 


2A  matrices for the 

matrix. Indeed, AAAAAAA  

21 ,   

,111 VAAUA   222 VAAUA  
 

from their 

equalities 
  12 AAD ,  12 UUU  12 VVV   by 

accepting, ,0ADA VAUAD   . 

 

From here 

0)(   ADAVADADADADA  

and so on,  

0DA . 

 

Then that ,0 DAUDD  's what 

.012   AAD  

 

Now A let  's 
A  show the existence of a matrix for the 

matrix. To do this, 
A  we will use the skeleton separation 

of the
  BCA  matrix. 

 

It should be noted that r  the  number of digits nm can  

be found in A rm  accordance with nr  the  size r  

and  size B C  of the matrix BCA   . A  such a 

description of the matrix is called a skeleton separation. 
B  and 

C  we're looking for their matrices. By 

assignment 

BBBB 
, , ,ˆ   BUB                               (4) 

where itÛ 's any matrix. Then . BBBUB ˆ . . Let's hit 

each side of the last equally to the 
B matrix from the left. 

Then we BB
 take into account the fact that the matrix is a 

matrix that doesn
1)(ˆ  BBU 't crack  . Given this button 

(4) we will get it for the second equation in the button
B : 

.)( 1   BBBB                                                    (5) 

We're analogies to the last button 
C  for matrix: 

.)( 1  CCCC                                                   (6) 

Now let's show that  
  BBBCCCBCA 11 )()(                    (7) 

matrix (2), (3) and thus A  pseudo-matrix matrix for matrix. 

 

Directly as well 

.))()(( 11 ABCBCBBBCCCBCAAA  
 

 

On the other hand, (5)-(7)  by
  BCA  taking into 

account and accepting equality 
11 )()(  BBCCK  

from their  equalities: 

,)( 1   UABUCBCCCCKCKBCA
 

,)( 1 VAVBCKBBBBBCKBCA  
 

Harada Ki, ,)( 1CCCKCU  .)( 1  KBBBBV  
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Thus, we showed that A  there is only one pseudo-matrix 
A  matrix defined by the button (7) for any curved B  

matrix, where  and C  where  A  the matrix matrix is hit in 

the skeleton separation. This definition button shows that 

when the A  matrix is square and unbrokeable, the 
A  

pseudo-matrix matrix matches
1A  the matrix. 

 

For example, A  the matrix is a nm  measured matrix: 

nkmiaA ik ,1,,1),(  . . . Let's look at the standard 

of this matrix. A  the standard of matrix A  is a negative 

number, 
2

,

2


ki

ikaA                                               (8) 

is assigned to the button. It’s obvious that 








 
m

i

i

n

k

k AAA
1

2

1

2

.

2
|||| ,                  (9) 

the kA first column iA  and A  line are marked in  

accordance with k  where and where  i the matrix is. 

Consider the following matrix equation: 

,YAX                                             (10) 

where they' A  re  Y  given nm  and  pm

they're dead matrices, and they X '  pn  re looking 

for dimensions. 

 

(10) Find the 
0X  best solution

||||min|||| 0 AXYAXY   to the equation  , 

|||||||| 0AXYAXY   in the case of  .

|||||||| 0 XX  . . 

Consider the following relationships: 

2

1

2 |||||| 


 
p

k

kk AXYAXY ,                  (11) 

2

1

2 |||||| 



p

k

kXX .                                          (12) 

 

This relationship shows that the 
0X  column vector k , the 

first column 
0

kX   of the matrix being sought kk YAX  

XCTS should be the best approximate solution. Because this 

equation  pk ,...,1   is true, it's taken YAX 0
.                                                              

(13) 

 

Thus, (10) the equation has only one best approximate 

solution, and it is defined by the button (13). 

 

In particular, EY  m if it is a vertical matrix, it will  
 AX 0

 be. Thus, 
A  the pseudo-style matrix 

EAX   may be the best approximate solution to the 

method of the smallest squares in the matrix equation. This 

characteristic of the pseudo-style matrix may be accepted for 

its tactics.  

 

In conclusion, the concept of pseudo- matrix 

matricesopensup a fascinating realm of possibilities for 

solving matrix equations efficiently. Their unique properties 

and applications make them an indispensable tool in the tool 

kit of mathematicians and scientists working with matrices. 

By leveraging pseudo-matrix matrices, researchers can 

unlock new solutions and insights in a variety of domains 

where matrix equations play a crucial role. 
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